
Semi-in-ear, metal earphones with USB-C connector and built-in
controls
SKU: TEEARTYCMETW

If you have a cell phone with a Type-C port, this wired headset is just what you need for
music and calls

Wired earphones with USB-C connector: why buy them

These wired earphones with USB-C connector  are designed to offer universal compatibility with all cell phones equipped with
this port. These semi-in-ear earphones combine versatility with a sleek and durable metal design.

Metal design: durability and elegance

The metal design of the earphones not only gives a sophisticated look to the headphones but also ensures  durability over time.
This premium finish protects the earphones from daily wear and tear and adds a touch of sophistication to make them suitable
for any context.

Semi-in-ear design: a perfect balance between comfort and sound quality

The semi-in-ear design of these earphones offers an optimal balance between comfort and sound quality. The earphones fit gently
in your ear, remaining steady while you listen . This finish guarantees an immersive and clear sound experience, allowing you
to appreciate every nuance of your favourite music or follow crystal-clear conversations on telephone calls.

120cm long lead: uncompromising freedom of movement

Thanks to the  120cm long lead, these earphones offer remarkable freedom of movement. This length allows you to place your
cell phone in your pocket or bag without having to sacrifice listening comfort. Whether walking around the city, training in the gym



or working on the computer, the lead guarantees a  reliable and stable connection  .

Manage music and calls with ease

Managing music and calls is simple and intuitive. In fact, the integrated multifunction controls on the lead allow you to manage the
volume and playback of music tracks  without having to take out your phone . This versatility makes them an ideal companion
for any situation, from relaxing listening to dynamic enjoyment while on the move.

Key features:

USB-C connector
Designed in metal
Semi-in-ear design
120cm long lead
Volume control and music/calls management
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Technical data
Sensitivity: 98 dB  
Cable length: 1,2 m  
Volume regulation: Integrated  
Connector: Type C  
Microphone: Integrated  
Sound mode (mono/stereo): Stereo  
Color: white  
EAN: 8018417447891  
SKU: TEEARTYCMETW  
Weight: 20 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 25 mm  
Width Pack: 75 mm  
Depth Inner: 230 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 35 g  
Width Inner: 70 mm  
Amount Inner: 12  
Depth Master: 470 mm  
Height Inner: 170 mm  
Weight Inner: 475 g  
Width Master: 280 mm  
Amount Master: 144  
Height Master: 350 mm  
Weight Master: 6605 g  
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